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Abstract: This paper presents a creative Genetic Algorithm (GA) and a Simulated Annealing (SA) model for an order 
sequencing and allocation problem. The essential goals of order sequencing in manufacturing systems are effective use of 
capacity, minimization of set-up costs, and reliable delivery as well as prevention of late delivery. In the algorithms, the 
orders are allocated to the assembly lines in a way that similar orders will be manufactured in the same assembly line, and the 
orders in each assembly line are sequenced in a method which prevents late delivery. The models are mainly exposed to four 
hard constraints: available capacity, raw material receiving date, due dates, and order partitioning constraints. The proposed 
models use an objective function employing similarity coefficients among orders integrated with order capacity. The 
algorithms determine the most efficient production schedule and sequence that satisfies all four constraints via a 
maximization of similarity coefficients 
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1. Introduction 

 
Global competition forces enterprises to elevate both customer orientation and product diversification. The variation 

encountered in production systems necessitates a fastidious production plan integrating all the parameters necessary for 
customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction is primarily affected by delivery performance. On time delivery, which is the 
main indicator of delivery performance, is an inevitable outcome of a well-designed production plan that is focused on 
scheduling and sequencing. Generally, scheduling problems are influenced by line capacities, completion time, due dates, 
order priorities, machine availabilities, raw material availabilities and downtime probabilities. Meticulously designed order 
schedule aim for smooth production sequences that maximize the utilization of resources and increased customer satisfaction 
owing to shortened lead times and due date compliance. Sequencing principles may vary with respect to companies’ needs. 
Orders can be selected and sequenced from an on-site buffer, pending row material availability, and released for production; 
this method improves cycle times and decreases buffer in the warehouse.  Additionally, orders can be prioritized by due 
date—a method that decreases the amount of finished goods while improving delivery performance. Our research spotlights 
order sequencing problems from a novel angle which applies similarity coefficients to their objective function. The objective 
functions of the two algorithms guarantee that operationally similar orders will be manufactured in the same line.  
Furthermore, dynamic checks of the order due dates, with concurrent comparison of them to their completion dates, precludes 
late delivery while maximizing customer satisfaction. 

We will present a literature review, problem description, methodology, our experimental results, a comparison of 
methods and finally our conclusion. In literature review section,    substantial numbers of articles are provided. In problem 
description, a thorough explanation of the problem and the reasons why this problem is chosen are explained. In 
methodology, the algorithms are illustrated and all the parameters are defined. In results and comparison part, two methods 
are compared and a conclusion is drawn using hypothesis tests.  

 
 

2. Background 
 

Sequencing problems, like scheduling problems, are considered NP hard problems—they are one of the hardest 
combinatorial optimization problems. However, order sequencing problems are not different from regular job shop 
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